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While Central Coast ratepayers face the reality of higher rates, and being held responsible to bail out Council’s
financial crisis, the Liberal Government’s failed amalgamation experiment only gets worse. Six more amalgamated
councils are about to fall victim to penury thanks to the Baird Government’s failure to adhere to sound advice “not
to amalgamate”.

Central Coast ratepayers: hung out to dry
from Liberals failed experiment

17 June 2021
ALAN HAYES
 
MIKE Baird was advised that council amalgamations in Queensland and Victoria had failed, and that subsequently councils,
because of the failure, were deamalgamated.
 
So, why did the Liberals move forward with a plan that was doomed too fail from the start? The only logical answer, a perverted
political agenda that is still being implemented today.
 
There is no doubt that this massive Liberal FAIL will have the Berejiklian Government salivating over the prospect of complete
control over local government areas, as will their developer mates who will keen to turn pristine environment lands into concrete
jungles. And what of the Government appointed administrators? No democracy there! Numerous reports will continue to be
prepared that do no more than pat the administrator on the back and give the State Government free reign over their twisted
political machinations.
 
As those other teetering council’s financially fall over, just like the Central Coast, calls for an inquiry will echo loudly. But just like
the Central Coast, no judicial inquiry to expose the truth will be held - just a public inquiry, a shame investigation that allows the
State Government to control the outcome.
 
Voices will be heard as communities face the uncertainly of rising rates and lack of services. Yet, it is the State Liberal
Government that should clean up its own mess, not affix the blame on councillors nor expect that ratepayers are no more that
Medieval milch cows.
 
On the Central Coast the cries of democracy are already being heard as disillusioned and angry ratepayers demand an answer.
 
Last Monday night (14 June) the newly formed group Central Coast Friends of Democracy public meeting in Gosford was an
explosive analysis of the failure of amalgamation of Councils, not only in NSW but in Queensland and Victoria.
 
Joseph Drew, an eminent Econometrics Professor at UTS, and also Adjunct Professor to various other universities including
Tokyo, tried in vain more than once to communicate his offer to travel and meet and engage with then Premier Mike Baird prior to
the NSW amalgamation experiment being implemented. Professor Drew knew only too well about the catastrophic failure of other
state amalgamations, but Premier Baird wasn’t interested. Instead, Mike Baird refused to answer Professor Drew’s appeal,
snubbing him and ignoring his expertise and sound advice. Mike Baird was hellbent on fulling his and his government’s political
maneuverings, with little concern about the ultimate aftermath of his actions.
 
Professor Drew’s historic expertise is in finances and local government administration and was involved in the Queensland
amalgamation experiment. At the meeting he cited the massive failures and ultimate blow out in finances that accompanies it.
 
During the meeting Professor Drew was asked, “why would a Government, knowing the downside of council amalgamations,
purposely set out upon a path of annihilation of finances and leaving ratepayers to carry the burden of massive rate hikes over
long periods?” He was also asked, “whether it was a political exercise rather than, as promised, cost benefits to all?” His answer
was, “perhaps that is the case (a political exercise)”.
 
Professor Drew’s analysis for Central Coast  was that the massive spend hike began well before the new Council was formed. It
began with the administration of Ian Reynolds in 2016.
 
Professor Drew said that “this is the tip of the iceberg for ratepayers”. He urged people to become active, to ask simple questions
in submitting to the Public Inquiry via Council’s website before the close-off date on the 21st June.


